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About This Game

Experience the future of illicit hydrojet racing, where armored riders kick out death-defying stunts over massive waterfalls,
dodge cops through public waterways, and boost at breakneck speeds across surging waves.

You are a hydrojet rider, framed and cast out from the Riptide GP league, forced to race illegally through city waterways,
flooded ruins, and churning factory machinery in an effort to reclaim your reputation and your title. Play through the single

player career to unlock new vehicles, playable characters, and customization features as you take down bosses and build your
crew.

Then, take your skills online for the ultimate test as you battle opponents around the world in 8-player online matches.
Challenge your friends for leaderboard supremacy in the ghost-racing challenge mode. You can even play locally in split screen

races with up to 4 players!

Riptide GP: Renegade is the first game in the acclaimed Riptide GP series to be redesigned from the ground up specifically for
modern desktop PC and console hardware. Featuring thrill-ride race tracks packed with shortcuts, secrets, and interactive

obstacles, Riptide GP: Renegade is the action-arcade water racer for a new generation.

FEATURES

• Thrill-Ride Environments - Blast across floating factory platforms, brave hurricane-strength waves, and infiltrate a military
base in the midst of battle. Every race track is packed with interactive set pieces, dynamic obstacles and secret shortcuts.

• Deep Career Mode - Battle your way through a variety of races and boss fights to reach the top of the underground hydro jet
racing circuit. Earn cash and experience to upgrade and customize your hydro jet, unlock new stunts, and increase your rider's
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performance.

• Online Multiplayer - Compete online in thrilling 8 player matchups against the best players from around the world.

• Split Screen Multiplayer - Challenge your friends in local split-screen multiplayer championships. Play with up to 4 players
on a single machine! (Additional gamepads controllers required))

• Challenge Mode - Take command of the leaderboards and test your skills against ghost recordings of your friends' best
performances.

• Transforming Vehicles - Collect and upgrade a garage full of blisteringly fast hydro jets that transform while you ride them.
Win money to upgrade and customize each one.

• State of the Art Water Racing - Riptide GP: Renegade brings dynamic water racing to a new level of excitement with
breathtaking water physics, splash-tastic spray effects, and more! Every race is different because the surface you race on is

always changing.

• Full gamepad integration

• Steam Complete - Compete with your friends on leaderboards, unlock challenging achievements, and keep your game going
from device to device with cloud data syncing.
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As a girl who likes robots, I give this game my ninja-like stamp of approval.. the online is dead no one play it and glitches but
the game idea is nice so nice. I love this game. Great puzzle game for spending your time. Also the soundtrack is great!. gt;I
wake up in my office at the police station.
>Power goes out.
>Head toward the control room to investigate.
>Heard a noise, so I go check it out.
>Saw a large robot wolf sitting in the hallway with a note saying "8237".
>Got jumpscared by ghost at the control room door.
>Entered "8237" into the door's number pad.
>Turned on power.
>Go back and find wolf missing.
>Got chased by wolf.
>Hid in closet.
>Wolf sits outside the closet for ten minutes before leaving.
>Made a break for the front door.
>Wolf was in lobby.
>Ran away some more.
>Went back to my office.
>Crawled out the window.
>Went home and played CASE: Animatronics.

10/10, this game was fun.. Beautiful upgrade to graphics and animations.
Game difficulty option added with extra lore for beating the game in the hardest difficulty.
Price? Seems fair..If you don't like it then wait sales or play the free vanilla version.
Some new sounds added when walking or performing others actions.

. Got it from GOTY edition ;). I really don't like this game, found it to be unintutive, not engaging, and does not run well on
modern (circa 2017) hardware. Avoid this.
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Beautiful chapter. Especially after Chapter 2, which was, all in all, a big letdown. Chapter 3 has a lovely, funny story with
beautiful scenes and perfect voice-acting (as always). I had to play this in one sitting, so enthralled with the story was I. Loved
it.. UPDATE) you finally figure out most of the RNG death jumps after 5-6hrs

An Imp? A Fiend! was really tight fun platforming so I thought this would be the same, it kinda is but different and slightly
worse.
Random jumps are 10x harder than others because RNG if your person will grab the ledge or just slide fall to your death
level 5 is just sadistic. I figured that I would try this out, being a huge SSX fan. It is closer to 1080 Snowboarding than SSX, but
it's pretty fun. It's too bad that EA hasn't made an SSX sequel in many years.. Only takes an hour or so to walk through the
game. A solomn and dreamlike, but minimal 3D puzzle platformer, with a simple, but sad story. There's a heavy emphasis on
memory and camera perspective, which are both used with intentional symbolism.

Every once in a while you'll unexpectedly pull a gem of a quote out of a random publishing such as a small game like this, or
some article. That happened here. This game somewhat offhandedly posits one of the most elegant descriptions of purgatory
I've ever heard. If that makes you curious, spend the little bit of time to quietly absorb the story of this game while walking
through the casual, but slowly ramped up puzzles.

P.S. The game does not appear to account for multiple monitors and lets the mouse cursor wander out of the game, which makes
proper camera control impossible. To recitfy this, I used MouseJail, a very old but still functional (on Win7 64-bit even) little
program. Note that using this requires you to run the game as a parameter of MouseJail.exe, which means Steam won't see the
game as running and won't be able to record your time or run its overlay or any of that other fancy Steam-y stuff.. Tavern
management game. You decide how what type of customers you want at your tavern and you make choices that impact if you
get more customers, the type of customers... folks/guards/thieves/wanders... later in the game there's wizards and spirits as well.

There's the introduction which explains how the game works...
There's no voice acting... but its fun to read if you enjoy reading...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yx47c9b0uvs. Games like Fall of Setarrif really bring me to think that some guys in the
development team didn't know what they were doing. The flaws of this game are so obvious that they scream in your face. The
AI is dead stupid. When the enemies go into attack mode, you can dodge on the side and continue attacking while they aim
where you last stood. At times enemies fail to attack you at all and just stand there while you're finishing them off.

Another thing that bugs me is the loot, or rather the lack of it. The environment is rich in detail but you can only interact with a
fraction of it. I also noticed that when you loot clothes, amulets and rings, the game sometimes replaces them with items you've
already equipped. The stats of the equipment seemed higher in a way so I'm thinking if the game was programmed to do you a
favor. I sometimes discovered that my character was wearing some amulet with very good mana stats and the amulet with decent
health and armor stats was placed in the inventory.

Then there were those little logical flaws that were ok 10-15 years ago, but start to appear as amateurish when you still see them
now. Example: a guy is locked up in a bamboo cage, you have to help him out. What does your character do? He asks where
they keep the key. I mean, c'mon, I'm sending archdemons to the abyss here, if you need a key for a bamboo cage then I've got
this magic ore battleaxe here, just take one step back. Or on other occasions you're fighting off 30 feet tall trolls and sending
exploding fireballs towards a swarm of enemies, yet can't climb a wooden fence. I wish games were past such nonsense and
come up with something better.

On top of everything they also didn't fix the moon gravity. The nameless hero keeps floating through the air. I guess they
thought it looks cool. So cool that you don't get tired of it till the end of the game.

I had hard time rating the game. I was in between. The graphics still looks great, the design department has built a stunningly
beautiful world. And there are some splendid features in the game. For example in some places you get to play as Lester and
Gorn. Having gone through all the Gothic marathon just think how cool is that. The game's got a great sense of humor. Someone
in the development team did they're job.

I decided to lable it as a negative review only for one reason. Throughout the game I kept thinking about the flaws and bugs and
what they might have done better. What this means is that the game lacked atmosphere. It didn't suck me in as games are
supposed to. The lack of atmosphere is quite unforgivable.. great game the keys change everytimes of places so a great
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replayability and more we find keys more the enemies are quick and as soon we are touch we enter in a red phase and there is
great events and often different so i recommand this game the immersion is amazig and, really nice graphism and the mansion is
really nice too to visit so i recommand this game
. A very cute small puzzle\/ Click&Point game, overall simple and short.

While some of the puzzles may take a bit of time, they are rather easy. There is not much story other than what we see in the
trailer so I'd say it's a small cute game if you want to chill a bit and enjoy some hours of relaxation.

I got it with a big discount so I'm okay with what I paid for it, if you enjoy this kinda games I suggest you get it during sales.

I did find some small things to be a bit annoying, for example, sometimes instead of going to the next screen, clicking would do
nothing, so I'd have to move the character to another place so I could then click again for them to move to the next screen. It
seems the game was adapted to play on PC but originally made for mobile\/tablet purposes (? I dunno.

I'd say it's not special, but it's not bad either, I bought it because I thought it look interesting and I was drawn by its art which I
enjoyed very much.

. This is like chess. On drugs. All of them. On a hyperbolic plane.
10/10 would checkmate myself again.. This is likely the saddest "gaming" experience I've ever had. I say "yes" to
recommending the game only because it was a powerful experience, for me, but honestly unless you just want to feel sad for a
while I can't actually recommend you play it.

See the video link for a fuller review of my experience with the game: https:\/\/youtu.be\/EOOqK0oaJ4M
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